Fluctuating and distributed power generation with multidirectional power flows.
• Increase of complexity:
Hardly any stability and robustness guarantees with current AGC controllers.
Threatens grid stability whereas existing control schemes cannot cope with these trends!
Control configurations
Control of systems that are physically connected over a network: a graph of interconnected systems.
Centralized control • All information assumed available for control • Infeasible because of geographical distances and prohibitive controller complexity
Distributed control
• Allows communication with neighboring controllers • Novel techniques, topic of this paper.
The distributed H ∞ -control problem Given graph of L interconnected LTI dynamical systems
with same adjacency structure such that interconnected system is well posed, internally stable and optimal in the sense that
for some ρ > 0.
vectors of all disturbance and performance signals in the graph. Simulation set-up with 4 interconnected control areas. Controlled variable z i = col(ω i , P tie,ij ) consists of frequency and tie-line power flows between areas. Robust implementation using LMI techniques of [1] to compute 4 interconnected controllers. Validation by stepwise load increase in area 2, simultaneous load decrease in area 3. Figure 5: Closed loop spectra of frequency ω 2 and tie line power P tie23 in control area 2
